Modelica-based modeling and simulation is becoming increasingly important for the development of high quality engineering products. Therefore, the system size of interest in a Modelica-based simulation is continuously increasing and the traditional way of generating simulation code, e.g. involving symbolic transformations like matching, sorting, and tearing, must be adapted to this situation. This paper describes recently implemented sparse solver techniques in OpenModelica in order to efficiently compile and simulate large-scale Modelica models. A proof of concept is given by evaluating the performance of selected benchmark problems.
Introduction
The design and safe operation of modern large-scale cyber-physical systems requires the ability to model and simulate them efficiently. The Modelica language is optimally suited for the modelling task, thanks to the highlevel declarative modelling approach and to the powerful object-oriented features such as inheritance and replaceable objects. On the other hand, as noted in (Casella, 2015) , until recently the development of Modelica tools has been focused on the modelling of moderate-sized models, optimizing the simulation code as much as possible by means of structural analysis and symbolic processing of the system of equations.
Large system models are usually characterized by a high degree of sparsity, since each component interacts only with a few neighbours, so that each differentialalgebraic equation in the model only depends on a handful of variables. The availability of reliable open-source sparse solvers (Hindmarsh et al., 2005; Davis and Natarajan, 2010 ) and of cheap computing power and memory even on low-end workstations opens up the possibility of tackling much large system models, featuring hundreds of thousands or possibly millions of equations, exploiting the sparsity of such models for their solution.
In particular, the interest in the use of Modelica for the modelling and simulation of national-and continentalsized power generation and transmission systems recently motivated a first exploratory effort in this direction, using OpenModelica as a development platform, see . The methods implemented for the power system studies also allowed to efficiently simulate the cooling blanket of the future DEMO nuclear fusion reactor, which requires the modelling of thousands of individual heat-exchanging pipes, see (Froio et al., 2016) .
The goal of this paper is threefold: to discuss different strategies for the simulation of large-scale Modelica models using sparse solvers; to describe an implementation of such strategies in the OpenModelica Compiler (OMC), using open-source solvers; finally, to present and discuss the performance obtained in a number of benchmark cases. The numerical methods are discussed in Section 2. The simulation performance is analyzed on three sets of benchmarks: the ScalableTestSuite library (Casella, 2015; Casella and Sezginer, 2016) , some large power system models , and large high-fidelity models of the cooling system of the future DEMO nuclear fusion plant (Froio et al., 2017) ; results are reported in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and gives an outlook to future work.
2 Solving Modelica Models 2.1 ODE mode
Symbolic Transformation Steps
In common Modelica tools the compile process can be summarized with the following steps, which are also explained in (Cellier and Kofman, 2006) : Flattening The Modelica model is transformed by the front-end into a flat representation, consisting essentially of lists of variables, functions, equations and algorithms.
in order to causalize the DAE and transform it to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE).
Post-Optimization
In this phase further optimization processes are applied on the equation system, e.g. the optimization of algebraic loops, like tearing, or the generation of corresponding symbolic Jacobians.
Code-Generation The final step after the symbolic manipulation is the target code generation for the optimized system in order to perform the simulation.
For this description and without lack of generality, and for clarity of the presentation, only the continuous part of the DAE is considered in the following. The result of the Flattening is the equation system:
whereẋ(t) ∈ R n x are the potential state derivatives, x(t) ∈ R n x are the potential states, u(t) ∈ R n u are the inputs and y(t) ∈ R n y are the algebraic variables. For simplicity, the initial conditions of the DAE states are given by x 0 . Introducing z = (ẋ y), denoting the unknowns of the DAE, and v = (x u), denoting the known variables, the DAE can be re-written as
that is basically the result of the Pre-Optimization. The conceptual idea of the DAE Causalization commonly used in Modelica tools is to get an ordering of the unknowns z(t), which enables to solve them sequentially
If index reduction is necessary, some of the potential states and state derivatives become algebraic and the number of equations might change. The general form of the causalized system consists of a sequence of assignment statements including implicit systems of equations (algebraic loops)
where
Finally, the ODE may be re-writteṅ
whereŷ are the outputs of the system. Note that the other algebraic variables of y are considered to be internal to the ODE in this representation.
In the Post-Optimization mainly algebraic loops are torn down (Täuber et al., 2014) and the symbolical Jacobians are determined where applicable. Also the sparsity pattern of equation (5) is detected, which can be employed for the numerical jacobian calculation of the integration method (see also (Braun et al., 2012) ).
Numerical Solving Process
For the simulation of the generated ODE equation (5) a numerical integration method for solving the differential equations as well as linear and non-linear system solvers for the implicit equations (4) are needed . In the next section the utilized methods and the exploitation scope for sparsity are described.
The numerical integration can be performed with explicit or implicit methods, whereby the implicit approaches are used in a Modelica environment more often, since most problems arising in practice are stiff. For explicit methods the next step can be calculated by
whereby Φ is calculated by explicitly evaluating the function f in formula (5). Therefore, sparse methods can only be applied for calculating the solution of algebraic loops with respect to equation (4). The handling of sparse algebraic loops is described below. For implicit methods the next step has to be calculated by
whereby the evaluation of Ψ involves the solution of a non-linear system using equation (5). The most widely used method for solving such non-linear systems is Newton's method and the core of it is to solve consecutive a linear system of the form
where F denotes the residual form of equation (8) and J is the corresponding Jacobian matrix. The solution of this linear system offers some potential to gain performance for large-scale systems. Firstly, the matrix J can be calculated by exploiting the sparsity of the system, both numerically and symbolically. Naturally, this includes the storage of the matrix in a suitable sparse format to reduce the memory consumption. Secondly, in order to solve equation (9) sparse linear solvers (e.g. sparse LU factorization) can be utilized. For that purpose several methods have been developed and made publicly available (Davis and Natarajan, 2010; Davis, 2004) . For calculating the solution of algebraic loops with respect to equation (4) the same sparse solution methods can be utilized to gain some performance.
Simulation in DAE mode
An other way to go is to pass-through the whole system of equation (2) directly to an DAE solver, instead of using the ODE solver for integration and solve the implicit parts of equation (5) explicitly by algebraic solvers. Due to the fact that the index reduction is an important step for better convergence to the solution (Brenan et al., 1996) , it is preferable to pass the system with index 1 (eq. (3)). Also, if the simulation is performed with equation (3), some time consuming steps in the Post-Optimization compiling process, which deal with algebraic loops, namely tearing and the generation of symbolic Jacobians, can be skipped. A DAE solver is always an implicit solver and has to solve an non-linear system, which is usually solved using some variants of the Newton's method (Brenan et al., 1996) . Thus, all the local implicit algebraic loops are solved all together by the global routine. One effect of using equation (3) instead of solving equation (5) is that the Jacobian matrix gets bigger, since the integration method needs to solve for the variables x,ẋ and y instead only for x. But this also preserves the sparse structure of the equation system with respect to Modelica models. In the ODE mode the corresponding Jacobian matrix is more dense due to the fact that the algebraic variables y are considered as internal variables.
Note, that in the current status of the DAE mode implementation it is still mandatory to generate the causalized code for proper handling of synchronous events and discrete variables. Therefore, OpenModelica generates currently an additional system in DAE mode. However, it is possible to skip unnecessary compiling steps by some specific compiler flags, which are documented in the OpenModelica User's Guide (Open Source Modelica Consortium).
Implementation in OpenModelica
The default simulation in OpenModelica is performed by solving system (5) using DASSL as a pure ODE solver. Hereby, the implicit parts (algebraic loops) are solved explicitly with algebraic equation solvers, the linear parts with lapack and the non-linear parts with a newton-based solver implemented in OpenModelica (Bachmann et al., 2015) .
For the simulation of large scale Modelica models the most important part is a suitable sparse linear solver as depicted in section 2.1.2. Currently, one of the best under public domain available direct sparse linear solver for unsymmetric problems is the KLU solver (Davis and Natarajan, 2010 ) from the sparse matrix suite SuiteSparse. This solver is designed for solving sequences of unsymmetric sparse linear systems that arise from differential-algebraic equations, occurring when simulating electronic circuits. In fact, the linear systems arisen when simulating Modelica models are in general unsymmetric and often sparse, both in ODE and DAE mode. The open-source software family called SUNDIALS offers as a DAE solver the IDA solver (Hindmarsh et al., 2005) . The IDA solver stands for Implicit Differential-Algebraic solver and is based on DASSL, but is written in ANSI-standard C. Further, for the solution of the underlying non-linear system at each time step, the IDA solver offers an interface to the sparse linear solver KLU. Furthermore, the SUNDIALS suite includes also a newton-based non-linear solver KINSOL, which is also able to use the KLU solver for the underling linear system. Through the connection of SUNDIALS and SuiteSparse suite to the OpenModelica environment it is now possible to rely on sparse methods at every step of the numerical simulation process.
Performance Results

Benchmarks from the ScalableTestSuite
Test set-up
The ScalableTestSuite (Casella, 2015; Casella and Sezginer, 2016) contains a number of different benchmark models, whose size can easily be chosen by setting one or more Integer parameters. The benchmarks are designed to stress some aspect of the code generation and execution, e.g. by possessing large implicit systems of algebraic equations, large number of states, large number of event-generating functions, etc. Please refer to the library documentation for further details.
This section reports the performance of a selection of nine benchmark models, each one coming in three different sizes.The results obtained with four different numerical solution strategies are presented and compared. Note that the current set of benchmarks does not include systems with large implicit systems of nonlinear equationsthese will be added in the final version of the paper.
The first solution strategy, labelled OD in the result table, is the default approach to solving Modelica models implemented in the OpenModelica tool (see section 2). The DAEs are turned into ODEs by solving them for the derivatives, using the BLT transformation to do so efficiently, applying symbolic index reduction if the system has index greater than one. The implicit equations in the BLT corresponding to strong components in the dependency graph are solved with dense linear and nonlinear equation solvers, using tearing to reduce the size of the implicit part of the problem and thus somehow exploiting sparsity. The ODEs are then solved by the DASSL BDF integrator, using a dense linear solver for its internal operations.
The second strategy, labelled OS, still resorts to causalization; however, the implicit equations corresponding to the strong components in the BLT are solved by the Kinsol/KLU sparse solvers, while the ODEs are solved by the IDA BDF integrator, relying on the KLU sparse linear solver internally.
In this case, tearing is not applied to solve the implicit equations corresponding to strong components in the BLT. The rationale behind this decision is that on the one hand, the sparse solver already vastly reduces the computational complexity, if the system is highly sparse. On the other hand, tearing very large systems might take a disproportionately large amount of time by the compiler back-end, so that the time savings at run time are likely to be more than offset by the much longer code generation time. In fact, this trade-off would itself deserve to be studied, but that goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
The third strategy, labelled DA, is to only apply symbolic index reduction (if needed) to the DAEs, and then The fourth strategy, labelled DD, is a variant of the former one, in which the subset of the DAEs that is strictly required to be solved in order to compute the state variables at the next time step is identified and passed to the sparse IDA solver. Once the new time step has been computed and accepted as valid by the error estimation routine, the remaining equations are solved for the remaining variables by OpenModelica-generated code, exploiting the usual BLT decomposition to solve them efficiently.
This strategy can be advantageous because it avoids computing unnecessary variables during the internal solver iterations, particularly when tentatively computing a step that may then be rejected by the error estimation routine. Also, it is often the case that the dependencies in the systems are such that, once the variables required to advance the states have been computed, the remaining ones can be computed by explicit assignments. Furthermore, these are only computed once instead of getting unnecessarily involved many times in the iterative solution of the implicit sparse nonlinear DAEs.
As to the initialization problem, with the first strategy the standard dense linear and nonlinear solvers with tearing are used; with the other three, the sparse solvers Kinsol/KLU without tearing are used instead.
All tests were carried out on the Open Source Modelica Consortium continuous testing infrastructure, using the development version 1.12.0 of OpenModelica. The computer used to run the tests is a 16-core Intel i7-6900K CPU @ 3.20 GHz, with 132 GB RAM. Table 1 reports some selected results, showing the number of equations NE, number of states NS and the running times of the simulations in seconds, including the time spent for initialization, for the four above-mentioned strategies. The full online report for each strategy can be retrieved by clicking on the corresponding label in the table headings of the PDF file.
Results and discussion
Note that all the employed solvers are stiff and equipped with automatic order and step-size adaptation, with relative tolerance set to 10 −6 , so that accuracy of the simulation results is comparable and the comparison among simulation times is fair and meaningful.
First of all, it is apparent how the adoption of sparse solvers turns out to be beneficial for 7 out of 9 benchmark models, reducing the simulation times by factors ranging from about 2 (SteamPipe and OneDHeatTransferTT_Modelica) to about 60 (TransmissionLineEquations_N_1280). It is also not significantly harmful in the remaining two.
Although the models in the ScalableTestSuite might be somewhat artificial and thus possibly bring higher benefits than real-life models, in the author's opinion this result is a clear indication that sparse solvers are the recommended option to simulate large-scale Modelica models.
The improvement in performance can be ascribed both to the more efficient solution of the large implicit systems of equations involved in the solution process, and probably also to the lower number of time-consuming memory cache misses, due to the much smaller memory footprint of the simulation executable. For some models, a large fraction of the simulation time is spent computing the right-hand-sides of the equations, rather then solving them, as in the case of the SteamPipe, where most of the time is spent computing the steam properties. In these cases, the adoption of a sparse solver cannot change the situation dramatically. On the contrary, sparse methods can bring huge benefits to models like TransmissionLineEquations, which have a large number of state variables, and an easy-to-compute right-hand side of the ODEs, with a very sparse Jacobian.
The advantage of using a sparse DAE solver over a sparse ODE solver is instead much less clear, and depends a lot on the specific case.
The multi-body models StringModelica, a suspended string modelled as a chain of rigid bodies and free rotational joints, and FlexibleBeamModelica, a cantilevered beam modelled as a chain of rigid bodies with elastic rotational joints, perform much better with the DAE solver, for reasons currently under investigation; also the SimpleAdvection models show a factor 2 improvement when using the DAE solver.
In other cases, such qas TransmissionLineEquations and PowerSystemStepLoad, the advantage is more limited. The TransmissionLineModelica model turns out to be five time faster with the sparse ODE solver than with the full DAE solver (DA strategy). The penalty is reduced to about a factor 2 when using the more advanced DD strategy, which is understandable, as the model is built with basic Resistor and Capacitor models from the Modelica Standard Library and thus has a lot of redundant equations.
Finally, it seems that the DA strategy never turns out to provide any substantial advantage over the second best choice.
Large-scale power generation and transmission system models
The interest in Modelica modelling of national-and continental-size power generation and transmission systems is growing. A first feasibility study in this field was reported in . The relevant features of the benchmark models are reported here for convenience; the interested reader is referred to the above-mentioned reference for background information and more details. Three benchmark test cases from that study are considered in this paper, whose main features are reported in Table 3 . Note that the size of these models is much larger than the typical size of the ScalableTestSuite examples reported in the previous section.
RETE_C is a model of the Irish power generation and high-voltage power transmission system, while RETE_E and RETE_G are a medium-and a high-fidelity model of the Italian high-voltage power generation and transmission system, with an equivalent simplified representation of the interconnection to the pan-European grid. These models have a peculiar feature, i.e., their DAE representation is highly sparse, but their ODE representation is dense, because all the synchronous generators interact instantaneously with each other, due to the phasorbased algebraic description of the transmission network. As a consequence, the use of implicit ODE solvers is not recommended, because the corresponding Jacobian is very large and dense.
At the time of the writing of , the sparse DAE solver only worked on the smallest test case, so for the larger ones a variant of the the OD strategy was employed, using an explicit Runge-Kutta solver to avoid computing the dense Jacobian. Linearized load models were required in order to use the linear sparse solver KLU to compute the causalized equations. However, this approach was clearly sub-optimal, because a) realistic load models are non-linear and b) the system models are significantly stiff. Using fully implicit sparse DAE solvers with variable step size is clearly preferrable from a performance point of view.
In this paper, we can now report the simulation performance obtained with the DA strategy, using an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 server running at 2.30GHz with 72 GB of RAM installed. All simulations start with the system in steady-state, then at time t = 1 s a big load is disconnected from the grid, causing an imbalance between generated and consumed power. The system undergoes a transient with some voltage and frequency oscillations, until the voltage and frequency controllers re-establish a new equilibrium in about 10-15 seconds. The simulation time span is 20 seconds, in order to check that the system actually returns to steady-state.
Performance results are reported in Table 2 . It is worth noting that these results were obtained with a first implementation of the DA strategy; the authors are confident that the optimization of the IDA solver parameters and a more thorough scaling of the problem, which is badly scaled due to the use of SI units, could further improve the performance significantly.
3.3 Large-scale models of nuclear fusion reactor components
The development of a conceptual design of the European Demonstration Fusion Power Reactor (EU DEMO) is one of the goals defined in the EU fusion roadmap Horizon 2020. The future DEMO reactor aims at demonstrating industrial-scale electrical power production from nuclear fusion processes. Politecnico di Torino, in cooperation with Politecnico di Milano, is developing a global thermal-hydraulic model of the entire system, using Modelica. One important part of that is the breeding blanket cooling system, in which pressurized water flows through a very complex and large system of tubes, collecting the heat generated from the nuclear fusion process and delivering it to a standard steam generator and turbine system, similar to those used for traditional PWR nuclear power plants. The breeding blanket cooling system is highly modular and has a repetitive structure, but its sub-components have different geometric features, so that it necessary to simulate each and every tube individually. As a result, models of this system can have a very large size. The interested reader can refer to (Froio et al., 2017) for more details.
The model reported in the above-mentioned reference has 289126 equations and 20772 states. The simulation of a transient of interest for the study of such system requires 64 s with the DD strategy and 146 s with the DA strategy.
The model has been benchmarked and validated against more detailed 3D CFD models. Given the simulation times shown above, which are obviously much faster than those of the CFD simulation, the model is suitable for use in parametric optimization studies, aimed at the optimal design of the coolant flow distribution.
Conclusion
This paper introduces methods and strategies to solve large-scale Modelica models and reports the performance of their implementation in OpenModelica on selected benchmark problems.
The main result of this study is that the use of sparse solvers is almost always beneficial, sometimes very substantially, over the traditional use of dense solvers supported by thorough symbolic manipulation. The comparison between sparse DAE solvers and sparse ODE solvers has many different outcomes, depending on the specific problems at hand.
Another interesting result is that we have demonstrated the feasibility of using such sparse solvers to successfully simulate Modelica models of industrially relevant systems with size up to over half a million DAEs.
Further developments of this work are already planned. First of all, it would be interesting to using the DAE solver to simultaneously handle the differential equations and the nonlinear algebraic implicit equations corresponding to strong components of the BLT, while still exploiting the BLT to compute the residuals of the DAEs by sequences of explicit assignments. This would combine the advantages of the sparse ODE and sparse DAE approaches discussed in this paper, avoiding the nested iterations of the nonlinear strong components solver and of the implicit ODE solver, possibly further improving the results reported in this paper on some classes of models.
It will also be necessary to further optimize the code generation for use with sparse solvers, as the current implementation is such that the code generation time is typically much larger than the simulation time, particularly for very large models. Radically new approaches to the code generation process are needed to break the one million equation barrier with reasonable executable code sizes and code generation times.
Last, but not least, although the handling of hybrid models with DAE sparse solvers is already implemented in OpenModelica, it has not been specifically optimized for efficient handling of large-size models. Such optimization would be another interesting research direction.
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